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A word from the Seoul Tourism Organization!

Are you looking for a place where you can express your feeling to your heart’s content 
and let all your energy out during the peak spring season in Korea? If so, then head to 
HiKR Ground!
Located in the Korea Tourism Organization’s Seoul Center, HiKR Ground is home to the 
Korea Tourism Promotion Center, where you can enjoy K-Pop related experiences, 
media art, and Korean tourism contents especially geared towards Generation MZers.
The The K-pop Ground, located on the 2nd floor, has six experience zones, each with its own 
unique characteristics. At one of the zones, you can star in a music video and save your 
video onto a USB and take it with you.
During Seoul Festa, a special exhibition for K-Pop fans will remain open on the 4th floor.
As the location for both HiKR Lounge and a tourist information center, the 5th floor is 
the ideal place to relax your body and mind while you browse through some of the city’s 
prime tourism information.
The 5th floor is also home The 5th floor is also home to a “Knotted” store, the hottest donut brand in Korea, giving 
you an opportunity to refuel while you kick back and relax!
- Address: 40, Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul (Korea Tourism Organization Seoul Center)
- Hours: 1F, 5F, Daily 10:00‒21:00 / 2F, 3F, 4F, Tuesday‒Sunday, 10:00‒19:00
- Website: http://hikr.visitkorea.or.kr/
- Docent program: Tuesday‒Sunday 10:30 AM and 3:30 PM 
(subject to change depending on site conditions)

K-Food Cooking Class at CJ The Kitchen

TV shows such as Jinny’s Kitchen, Youn’s Kitchen, and Youn’s Stay on tvN have all received much 
praise from international audiences by showing off various traditional Korean dishes. At CJ The 
Kitchen you can now experience such Korean cuisine by making street food such as bunsik. 
Taste the true flavor of Seoul by making delicious dishes with seasonal Korean ingredients. 
Even if you don’t have any cooking skills, have no fear! The professional chefs at CJ The Kitchen, 
which is operated by CJ CheilJedang, make it a breeze to cook a variety of Korean foods with their 
special, easy-to-follow recipes. CJ The Kitchen features a neat interior equipped with a spacious special, easy-to-follow recipes. CJ The Kitchen features a neat interior equipped with a spacious 
kitchen and all-new utensils. Don’t miss out on this gourmet cooking experience in Seoul at CJ The 
Kitchen! 

K-Kimchi Museum Tour at MUSEUM KIMCHIKAN

As a staple of Korean cuisine, kimchi has been designated a UNESCO Intangible Cultural 
Heritage! You can learn all about kimchi at MUSEUM KIMCHIKAN which was selected as one 
of the world’s top food museums by CNN. Various activities available at the museum help 
you directly experience Korean culture and the Korean spirit by showing you the 
fermentation process and the many health benefits of kimchi. Not only does the KIMCHIKAN 
tour allow you experience Korea’s fermentation culture and kimchi firsthand, but you can 
even take a kimchi-making class and take your kimchi home with you when you’re done!even take a kimchi-making class and take your kimchi home with you when you’re done!

K-Entertainment Tour at SM Entertainment

SM Entertainment as Asia's leading entertainment company has been expanding globally 
since the very beginning of Hallyu. This special docent tour takes you inside SM 
Entertainment's headquarters, where K-Pop artists such as BoA, Super Junior, Girls' 
Generation, SHINee, EXO, NCT, and Aespa were born!
Don’t miss out on this opportunity to go behind the scenes and explore SM's recording 
studio, A&R center, and concept studio, all of which have contributed to the advancement 
of Korean pop culture throughout the world!of Korean pop culture throughout the world!

K-Cocktail World Class Korea at Bar CHAM / ZEST Bar

Experience the cocktail culture of Seoul with the World Class Korea bartending champions! 
To celebrate Seoul Festa 2023, various events are taking place in local hot spots like Seochon 
and Gangnam that are perfect for those who love the Seoul nightlife and want to enjoy 
Korea's dining culture. Make your trip to Seoul memorable with a new type of experience: 
learning to make cocktails from fresh ingredients that show off local Korean flavors. 
All are welcome to this fine drinking class in Seoul, a city of gourmet food.

K-Pop Dance Class at YGX

The place where the precise dance routines and powerful performances of K-Pop stars are 
born: YGX! 
Don’t miss out on this special opportunity to learn K-Pop dance moves from the 
world-famous choreographers at YGX. This class offers you a unique chance to directly 
experience the global K-Pop dance craze by learning from the choreographers of well-known 
YG and The Black Label artists including Blackpink, Winner, Treasure, and Jeon Somi!

K-Beauty Makeup Class at Hyundai City Outlet
(2023 SEOUL FESTA Exclusive)

Are you looking to recreate the colorful and vibrant makeup styles of your favorite K-Pop 
stars or Hallyu actresses like Song Hye-kyo or Jun Ji-hyun? Then sign up for this makeup 
class to learn about Korean beauty trends and makeup skills from the actual makeup artists 
who style your favorite Hallyu stars. You’ll learn about different beauty techniques and 
styles, from the stage makeup worn by K-Pop idols to the daily makeup worn by Korean 
actresses. Double your K-Beauty experience in Seoul by shopping for beauty products at the 
Hyundai City Outlet Dongdaemun, located in downtown Seoul.Hyundai City Outlet Dongdaemun, located in downtown Seoul.

Hallyu Experience 

Program Office

- Inquiries in Korean and English are possible.
- Hours: Monday‒Friday, 10:00‒16:00 (Closed on public holidays)
- Tel: +82-2-790-3994 / Email: hallyuseoul@gmail.com
- Social Media: Facebook @Seoul Hallyu / Instagram @seoul_hallyu
- Website: english.visitseoul.net
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SEOUL HALLYU ACTIVITIES PROGRAM

May‒October 

K-Culture Experience Tour Program

K-Beauty Hyundai City Outlet Dongdaemun, 
Museum Kimchikan, and other venues around Seoul

* Special programs available during Seoul Festa from May 1 to 7 
* Programs for June to October to be announced in May
Registration/Announcements : english.visitseoul.net         Seoul Now          Events

"K-pop, food, beauty, arts, and more! For those who love K-culture, create special 
memories by experiencing Hallyu culture in Seoul."

Korean popular culture started gaining a worldwide following in the 1990s and has even 
impacted the lifestyle of fans in various countries, giving rise to the term “Hallyu.” 
Hallyu or the “Korean Wave” first started in Asia and is now sweeping across the globe 
through popular music and idol groups.
There are many unique opportunities in Seoul to enjoy diverse Hallyu activities that have 
people from all around the world raving.
FFor instance, you can take a K-Pop dance class and learn the moves of your favorite idol 
groups, tour the inside of SM Entertainment, or try out the makeup styles of various 
Korean stars!
You can also experience diverse Korean dishes with cooking classes and taste the delicious 
flavors of Seoul by visiting the city’s kimchi museum or by participating in a cocktail class.
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